the symbols M® and N® denoting rational series of the powers o f [x. By performing these operations in all the terms containing < p, and likewise by expanding the radical V \ -pi n the first term, the value of y will be thus ex pressed ; 1 * 2 y = M (0) -f-M (l) ( 1 -(x*) 2 COS < p -|-M (2^ ( l -fxa ) 2 COS 3 (p + 1 2 + N w ( l -jta2) 2 sin <p-j-N(2) ( i -fxaJ 2 sin 2$ all the functional symbols standing for series of the powers of (x. The given expression now consists entirely of combi nations of the quantities (x, V \ -. cos q>, v ' l -p,2 . sin that is, it is a function of three rectangular co-ordinates.
The same end might have been accomplished by a shorter and more simple process, which will apply to every function of two variable arcs. cos <p = ■ , J? ■ : Vi-â nd by substituting these values and expanding the radical quantities wherever they occur, y will be transformed into a function of (jo, «, z, or of three rectangular co-ordinates. Th former process has been chosen under the idea, that it exhi bits more clearly the quantities which are in a manner extra neous to the function, and are introduced merely for the purpose of making it put on a certain form.
Having now reduced
yt o a function of three rectangu ordinates, the developement in question will be obtained by the method of indeterminate coefficients already mentioned. Nothing more is necessary than to form the quantities QW, QW, Q(2', &c., giving to each the most general expres sion, and leaving the coefficients indeterminate; then the sum of these terms will contain the same combinations of p , V i -p*. sin <p, V i -(xa. cos <p, thaty does ; and by making the two expressions coincide, we shall obtain,* >' = Q'0,+ Q <1,+ Qw ... + Q (i,.& c. Now let us go back to the original expression of y . By following the process described in the second chapter of the third book of the Mecanique C e l e s t , a similar develop that quantity will be obtained. But it is proved, in the same chapter, that a given function cannot, be developed two diffe-rent ways, in a series of terms that satisfy the general equa tion in partial fluxions :* and from this it appears, that the developement obtained by the algebraic operations described above, is identical with the developement found by Laplace's method.
There is another way of expressing the terms of the deve lopement of y , namely, by definite integrals. But upon this head there is no difficulty, when the possibility of the deve lopement is allowed. The question is not concerning the pro perties of a series of quantities that satisfy the general equa tion of partial fluxions; but whether the developement can be admitted in all cases as a fit instrument for the inves tigation o f truth.
Since it has been shown that the developement of ob tained by the procedure in the second chapter of the third book of the Mecanique C e l e s t e , is the same with the like deve lopement found by immediately transforming the given ex pression into a function of three rectangular co-ordinates; it is just to say of the former method, that in reality it is nothing more than a particular way of effecting such a transforma tion, while at the same time it gives to the transformed quan tity a certain arrangement. In the process we have followed, there is no need to employ the differential equation that takes place at the surface of the spheroid ; and by thus going more directly to the foundations o f the method, we can discern more clearly what goes on under the cover of many compli cated analytical operations. There is an essential distinction with regard to the developement to be observed between the two cases when the given expression y is explicitly a function 2dly. W hen yi s a finite expression, the developement wi consist of a finite number of terms ; and w heny is a converg ing series o f an infinite number of terms, the developement will be a like converging series. For, in the case of a con verging series, we may approach to the value of y as near as we please, by taking in a determinate number o f the term s; and the developement of this portion of the series will like wise consist of a finite number of terms.
On the other hand, the properties that demand attention are very different, when we suppose that y is not explicitly a function of three rectangular co-ordinates.
ist. T he developement will always contain an infinite num ber of terms.
2dly. In most instances; and, more particularly, in the very general example that has been considered above; the terms of the developement will involve an infinite number of quantities which do not appear in the original function, and which are introduced merely in order to give the develope ment its peculiar form.
The original function and the whole infinite series of which the developement consists, may be represented by this equa tion, viz. f\L sin <p; <p denoting the variable angle that the circle on which the distance from the pole is reckoned, makes with a circle given by position; and the nature o f the spheroid will be thus expressed, viz.
i + e ( \yV i -p sin ) | .
In this case the quantity to be developed must be put under this form, viz.
V'l-L ■p sin < p and the developement will not only consist of an infinite num ber of terms, but these terms will contain an infinite number of quantities which arise from the expansion of the radical in the denominator, and which are not to be found in the ori ginal function. There is therefore a real distinction to be made between the two cases when y is an explicit function of three rectan gular co-ordinates, and when it is not. A method of calcula tion which is clear, exact and elegant, when it is confined to the first case, becomes clouded with obscurity, if not merely symbolical, when it is extended to the other case. T o say the least, there are certainly great difficulties which are not explained ; and if there be any geometers who hesitate, and have doubts, they are not without their excuse, and ought not to be entirely condemned.
2. W e come next to consider the differential equation that takes place at the surface of a spheroid. Of this equation, three demonstrations have been published ; one, in the second chapter of the third book of the Mecanique Celeste another by the same author, not precisely the same with the former, but similar to it, in a memoir read to the Academy of Sci ences in 1818 ; and a third by M. Poisson, in an interesting and profound memoir on the distribution of heat in solid bodies. The two last demonstrations are fundamentally the sa m e ; but as M. Poisson has stated the reasoning more fully, and fixed the sense of the proof more precisely, I wish to refer to his memoir. One observation it is proper to make, which is, that in the integration by which the differential equation is proved, the function expressing the thickness of the molecule is considered as invariable, or is treated as a constant quantity. It is essential to attend to this remark, which in reality affords the clue necessary to unravel what is mysterious in this investigation.
In order to acquire a distinct notion of the meaning of the differential equation in the sense in which it is demonstrated, conceive the surface of the earth, perfectly smooth and spheri cal, to be covered with circles, we shall say, of a thousand yards radius each. The circles may either touch one ano ther and cover the whole surface of the earth ; or they may cover it partially only, and with any interruptions that can be im agined: conceive also that a mass o f matter, or mole cule, is placed within every circle; the thicknesses of the molecules being entirely arbitrary, and subject to no law of variation or restriction whatever, excepting that they are quantities of inconsiderable magnitude when compared with the radius of the sphere. These things being supposed, the differential equation will be separately true of every one of the molecules.
Let now the whole surface of the earth, or any portion of it, be covered with molecules, the thickness varying according But a legitimate process of reasoning requires that, in the formula (A), while a represents any determinate quantity less than r, y' be considered as a function of the variable quantities sin 0', cos 0', sin <pl, cos c ; and likewise that the integration be extended to the whole surface of the sphere, or to that part of it covered with the related m olecules; after which the true value of the formula will be obtained by making a = r. The whole system of molecules being com prehended in the result, we may thence deduce, by a reverse process, the law according to which their thickness must vary, in order to produce that result. Now the integration here spoken of, cannot be executed, unless in the case when 7 is explicitly a function of three rectangular co-ordinates. It is therefore only in this case that the differential equation can be considered as rigorously proved; and it is remarkable, that, when we seek from that equation the developement of y \ it always comes out in a function of three rectangular co ordinates.
W henjy7 is not explicitly a function of three rectangular co-ordinates, the formula (A) cannot be integrated. And, perhaps, what is now said, is alone sufficient to show that, in this case, some modification takes place, which it were de sirable to have fully explained. On attempting to transform y into an expression containing sin t|/, cos 4/ in place of cos sin Q', sin <p', cos ',the powers of y i -y* make their appearance as divisors; and hence it is to be feared that the integral will be infinite at the limits ; which circum stance would make it impossible to conclude with certainty what the value sought will become in the particular case of a = r. But it would be of no utility to seek a strict demon stration of the differential equation: because in reality the method, when it is extended to all functions of two variable arcs, is independent of that equation, being derived from this proposition, that every such expression is either explicitly a function of three rectangular co-ordinates, or may be trans formed into one. The developement in question may always be found, as has been shown, by the rules of algebra ; and the differential equation is wanted neither for proving the possibility of the developement, nor for calculating its terms. But in this plainer way of considering the matter, it appears that the developement does not represent the given expression y , when that expression is not an explicit function of three rectangular co-ordinates, in the same sense that it does when it is such a function. There is, therefore, a difficulty left unexplained ; and we may be permitted to doubt, whether so important a part of the celestial mechanics, as that regarding the figure of the planets, rests, with sufficient evidence, on the doctrine laid down concerning the generality of the developement.
